High-performance solution-processed polymer space-charge-limited transistor
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Abstract

We demonstrate a polymer non-field-effect transistor in a vertical architecture with an Al grid embedded in a polymer sandwiched between another two electrodes. The Al grid containing high density of self-assembled submicron openings is fabricated by a non-lithography method. This device modulates the space-charge-limited current of a unipolar polymer diode with the Al grid. The operating voltage of the device is as low as 4 V, the on/off ratio is higher than one hundred, and the current gain is $10^4$. The current density is higher than 1 mA/cm².
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1. Introduction

An explosion of interests in flexible electronics made from organic semiconductors gave rise to extensive research on polymer light-emitting diodes (PLED), polymer field-effect transistors (FET), polymer chemical sensors and polymer solar cells. One of the key components of the flexible electronics is the polymer FET, a horizontal device with source and drain electrodes in the same plane. Its operating voltage usually exceeds 20 V due to low carrier mobility. The characteristics of polymer FETs can be strengthened by increasing the mobility [1], utilizing a self-assemble monolayer as gate dielectrics [2] and reducing the channel lengths to the submicron [3]. Horizontal organic FETs with submicron channel lengths made by electron-beam lithography [4], nanoimprint lithography [5] and soft contact lamination [6] have been demonstrated. Vertical organic FETs, whose channel length was determined by the thickness of an insulating layer between source and drain, have been made by solid-state embossing [7], excimer laser [8] and photolithography [9]. However, the inherently low mobility as well as the incompatibility between conventional submicron lithography and organic
materials pose great limitation on the device performance and the fabrication process for polymer FET. The unique advantages of organic materials such as low-cost and large-area solution process are so far not fully explored for high-performance FET. Vertical non-field-effect transistors with multilayer structures give another route to circumvent the limits of both horizontal and vertical field-effect transistors. In vertical non-field-effect transistors, the channel length can be easily defined by the total thickness of the organic layers, and the current is modulated by a conductive layer embedded in the organic materials. Various device operating principles were proposed with different types of conductive layers such as a thin metal film [10–12], a strip-type metal film [13,14], a mesh gate electrode [15–17], and a porous conducting polymer network [18]. The remaining problems are the low current density, low on/off ratio as well as the complex fabrication process. One promising direction is to turn a vacuum tube triode into a solid-state device with current limited by the space-charge-limited current (SCLC), following the initial attempt of Shockley [19] in 1952. Vacuum tube triode is a three terminal device which consists of cathode and anode for electron emission and collection as well as the grid for current modulation. The on and off state of the vacuum tube triode is determined by whether the emitted electrons encounter a large energy barrier between cathode and anode or not. Recently, we demonstrated the polymer space-charge-limited transistor (SCLT) which functions similar to the vacuum tube triode [20]. A metal with random openings made by non-lithographic method is used as the grid. The output current density is however only about 0.01 mA/cm² due to the difficulty in realizing high opening density. In this work we solve that difficulty and the current density is significantly raised by two orders of magnitudes to as high as 1 mA/cm², which is nearly enough to drive a high-efficiency phosphorescent organic LED with the same area.

The schematic device structure and the energy band diagram are shown in Fig. 1. Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS), with a work function of 5.2 eV, was used as an Ohmic contact for hole injection into the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) at 5.1 eV. As the transistor is on, the injected holes can pass through the openings on Al grid and collected by Al collector electrode. The Al grid, functions similarly to the grid in vacuum tube triode, is an Al film with a high density of random submicron openings. The polystyrene spheres are used as the shadow mask for Al deposition to form Al grid, and the openings are formed at the positions of the spheres. The current density is proportional to the opening density. We form Al grid with high opening density using controlled assembly of polystyrene spheres on hydrophobic polymer surface, resulting a much higher current density.

2. Experimental

The device is fabricated on a cleaned indium–tin-oxide (ITO) glass substrate with a layer of 400 Å PEDOT:PSS. After baking in glove box at 200 °C for 10 min, P3HT is spin coated from chlorobenzene solution (1.5 wt.%) on the PEDOT:PSS layer and anneal at 200 °C for 10 min. A spin rinsing with xylene is used to remove the remaining soluble part of P3HT, even though the P3HT annealing condition has been chosen to have an almost fixed thickness after spin rinsing. After depositing the polystyrene spheres on the P3HT surface with the method described in the next section, the 150 Å Al grid is evaporated. After removing the polystyrene spheres by an adhesive tape, a layer of 300 Å P3HT is spin
coated from xylene solution (1.3 wt.%). An Al film of 300 Å is finally deposited to complete the device. The device active area is 1 mm².

A variety of self-assembly strategies of polystyrene spheres have been developed for hydrophilic surface to form two dimensional colloidal arrays [16,17,21,22]. A major problem to achieve a high density of separated colloidal spheres is the hydrostatic attraction among the spheres. Fujimoto et al. [16] rinsed the samples in 98 °C water to avoid the sphere aggregation on the hydrophilic glass substrate. However, for the hydrophobic surface of the polymer like P3HT, modifications of these strategies are necessary. We use ethanol to dilute the polystyrene spheres (Sigma–Aldrich) for decreasing the contact angle since its alkyl group improves the adhesion between polymer and polystyrene ethanol solution. The polystyrene spheres are absorbed on the P3HT film surface by submerging the film in a polystyrene spheres ethanol solution for tens of seconds. The key procedure in the fabrication is that the substrate is then transferred to a beaker with boiling isopropanol solution for 10 s. Similar to the method of Fujimoto et al. [16], the substrate is finally blown dry immediately in a unidirectional nitrogen flow. After the Al deposition as Al grid, the polystyrene spheres are removed by an adhesive tape (Scotch, 3 M) without damage to the metal. The atomic force microscopy (AFM, Digital Instruments D3100) images of the Al grid with 1000 Å and 2000 Å opening diameter are shown in Fig. 2. The boiling isopropanol treatment is a critical step to achieve a high density yet separated array of holes, required for vacuum tube triode as well as SCLT. When the substrate is submerged in polystyrene solution, the charged polystyrene spheres are absorbed on the P3HT surface without aggregation due to the electrostatic repulsion force. Without the boiling isopropanol treatment, the polystyrene spheres are easy to aggregate during the drying process and cause unwanted non-uniform and connected distribution (Fig. 2f). This may be attributed to the capillary force which pulls spheres into aggregates before the spheres are immobile when the solvent is vaporized. The importance of the boiling isopropanol treatment is presumed to increase the evaporation rate of the solvent during the nitrogen blow dry such that the spheres do not have enough time to move to one another and form aggregate during evaporation. Another possible advantage of the boiling solvent is that it partially melts the spheres and glues the spheres on the surface.

With the boiling isopropanol treatment, the opening density on the Al grid indeed increases dramatically, and the openings remain separated. The opening density on the Al grid increases with increasing solution concentration and submerging time (Fig. 2a–d). However, the amount of openings with irregular shape and size also increases (Fig. 2e). This may be due to the high capillary force between spheres with very short distance when the sphere density is high, or due to the unabsorbed spheres in the fluid over the film. One way to remove these unabsorbed spheres is gently rinsing the surface with ethanol or isopropanol before boiling isopropanol treatment. In spite of some occurrence of the unwanted irregular openings, the condition to prepare Al grid with maximum opening density with minimum unwanted openings can be found by tuning the solution concentration and submerging time. The benefit of this method is the possibility to process large-areas in a short processing time without photolithography.

3. Results and discussions

The characteristics of polymer SCLT with opening diameters of 1000 Å and 2000 Å on Al grid are shown in Fig. 3a and c. First note there is one major difference on the grid current $I_G$ between vacuum tube and SCLT. The grid electrode in vacuum tube is not heated so the possibility for the electrons to enter the vacuum by thermal excitation from the grid is practically zero. There is therefore no need to consider the current gain which is defined as the ratio between the collector current and grid current. However in SCLT the carriers in the Al grid are blocked only by the Schottky barrier of 0.8 eV between Al and P3HT. In fact the grid current is the reverse current of the Al/P3HT Schottky diode which is small but not zero. The current gain is therefore an important value to be maximized. As shown in Fig. 3b and d, the grid current $I_G$ of our devices is in the order of $10^{-9}$ A which is much smaller than $I_C$. The current gain $I_C/I_G$ is as large as $10^4$. For fixed collector voltage the collector current $I_C$ is modulated by the grid voltage $V_G$. The emitter is the common ground. $V_G$ is limited to be no more negative than $-1$ V otherwise the emitter-grid diode would turn on and cause large $I_G$. The positive $V_G$ is used to introduce energy barrier for holes at the openings, and the off current can be reduced by increasing $V_G$ until a large leakage current between the grid and collector occurs. The
on/off ratio of $I_C$ is 123 and 116 at $V_C = -4\,\text{V}$, respectively, for transistors with opening diameters of 1000 Å and 2000 Å on Al grid. The highest $I_C$ output is $1.14 \times 10^{-5}\,\text{A}$ in Fig. 3c, corresponding to 1.14 mA/cm$^2$ for active area of 1 mm$^2$. Note the total output current can be easily scaled up by using a larger area. In order to look for the signature of SCLC, the device characteristics in double logarithmic scale with fixed $V_G$ are shown in the inset of Fig. 3a and c. Three regions belonging to ohmic, trap filling and SCLC can be distinguished [23]. The slope of $\log I - \log V$ is equal to 1 for ohmic conduction, while the slope is equal to 2 for SCLC. The dashed lines with slope equal to 1 and 2 are...
drawn in the inset of Fig. 3a and c for indication. Indeed, the current follows the SCLC once the barrier at the opening is suppressed by a negative enough \( V_C \). At low voltage there is always a small ohmic current. The polymer diode has a turn-on voltage where the current switches from a small leakage ohmic current into a quadratic SCLC current. The turn-on voltage is determined by both the level of the leakage and the difference between the work functions of the cathode and anode. For our diode it is about 1 V as shown in Fig. 3.

The operation mechanism of the polymer SCLT can be understood as the quadratic space-charge-limited current between the emitter and the opening modulated by the grid potential. As in vacuum tube, the potential at the center of the opening is a linear combination of grid and collector potential \( \lambda V_G + V_C \), the factor \( \lambda \) depends on the device geometry and increases with the ratio between the opening diameter and the grid-collector distance. The SCLC between the emitter and the opening is therefore approximately \( C \mu (\lambda V_G + V_C)^2/L^3 \), where \( \varepsilon \) is the polymer dielectric constant and \( L \) is the emitter-grid distance. If the potential across the opening were uniform, the factor \( C \) would be the standard SCLC value of 9/8. The overall effect of non-uniform potential in our case can be absorbed into a numerical factor \( C \). Because of the higher electric field the space between the grid and the collector does not limit the collector current so the emitter-opening current given above is actually the output current.

The above analysis is based on the assumption that all the space charge and potential profiles are determined by the injected carriers instead of background doping. The active semiconductor P3HT is an intrinsic semiconductor without intentional doping. It is well known the main source of unintentional doping of P3HT is oxygen. The samples are fabricated in our glove box with oxygen level below 1 ppm. There are reports on the doping level of P3HT around \( 10^{15} \text{ cm}^{-3} \) without particular attention on oxygen doping [24]. The sample fabrication process is carefully controlled to minimize the oxygen and water contamination. The water and oxygen level inside the glove box are both below 1 ppm. Dehydrated ethanol (≤0.2% water, Riedel-de-Haën)
is used for the polystyrene sphere deposition. The vacuum in the grid evaporation chamber is 10⁻⁷ torr, so most of the adsorbed oxygen molecules during ethanol immersion are expected to be removed by the high vacuum. Moreover the sample is annealed at 200 °C in vacuum after the spin coating of the second P3HT film. It is known that thermal treatment will significantly de-dope P3HT [25]. We therefore believe our doping level is below 10¹⁵ cm⁻³. Even for 10¹⁵ cm⁻³ the calculated Debye–Hückel screening length is 700 Å which is larger than the total thickness of the SCLT. The electric field provided by the collector voltage is therefore not screened. The quadratic Iᵥ–Vᵥ relation indicates that the space charge is dominated by the injection carrier. This is also an evidence that the doping is not important for the device operation here.

The grid control of the current can be further illustrated by looking at the spatial distribution of the current across the opening. In general only some region near the center of the opening has negative potential for the holes to pass through. Near the edge the effect of the grid is so strong that a potential barrier forms despite of the negative potential of the collector. The current is therefore confined in an area controlled by the grid potential. As the transistor is in the on state, there is no barrier in all the area. The emitter–collector path through A position at the center and the path through B position near the edge of the opening have the potential profiles as the curves (x) and (y) in Fig. 4b, respectively. Assuming that the collector current is roughly a superposition of the currents of many small diodes given by the paths through different positions, the small diodes at position A contributing to a high current (AON) and those at position B are just about to be turned on (BON), as indicated in Fig. 4c. On the other hand as the device is in the off state, the grid potential is positive and there is a potential barrier at the B position as the curve (z) in Fig. 4b, and the small diodes there is reverse biased (BOFF). As for A position, if it also has the potential profile like curve (z) in Fig. 4b, the off current comes from small diodes at position A will be small. However, if the potential profile is as the curve (y), there will be an undesirable leakage current from the barely-on small diode at A (AOFF). Theoretically an even more positive grid potential can always drive it into

Fig. 4. (a) The device structure near one opening of polymer SCLT. Position A is at the center of the opening, while position B is near the grid. (b) The potential profile along the emitter–collector path through the opening when Vᵥ is fixed at a negative value. (x), (y), (z) are the potential profile along the path for various conditions. Curve (x) is a potential profile without energy barrier for hole as in the case of a simple emitter–collector diode without the grid. Curve (z) is a potential profile with energy barrier for hole for a positive enough grid potential VG. The barrier for hole diminishes while VG drops from positive to negative as indicated by (y). Different position in the opening has different potential profile, which result from different ⫪VG + Vᵥ. (c) The schematic current–voltage curve of EC diode with the structure ITO/PEDOT/P3HT/Al. There is a turn-on voltage for the forward bias direction. The path through position A in on or off state are denoted as AON or AOFF in the diode IV curve. The double-sided arrow means off-state could be either reverse bias or small forward bias before turn-on. The state of the path through B is also shown. Because of the proximity to the positive biased grid B path can never be fully turned on as A.
curve (z), but in practice breakdown of the grid/polymer Schottky junction may happen first.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we demonstrate the vertical polymer space-charge-limited transistor with high current density, high on/off ratio, high current gain, and low operation voltage. A non-lithography method is introduced for the desired high opening density on the metal grid embedded in the polymer. This non-field-effect device opens a new possibility for high-performance organic electronics with easy large-area solution process and vertical integration with organic light-emitting diodes without demanding a very high carrier mobility.
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